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THE HISTORICAL
DIMENSION OF
SCIENCE
Modern science is in the process
of seeking popular self-consciousness.
That its methods are human constructs, that i t s
goals are valueoriented, and that
its implications are
humanistic in their
ultimate e f f e c t
have tended to become the boundaries within which
the scientist views
his work. This is
Casteel
not surprising. The
present generation of scientist is
confronted, in the realistic day-today practice of science, with this issue
in an imperative sense not felt by
earlier generations. Not that the exist~nce of self-conscious though is
umque: It has characterized ages of
r~volutionary change in man's conceptior:i of the world and the ways in
which he attempts to "vex" it to meet
his own purposes. Merely the mention
of prominent seminal scientists (such
as Copernicus, Francis Bacon, and
.ttenes Descartes from the sc1ent1t1c
revolution of the 16th and 17th centuries; or the names of Whitehead
.rtusse11, .I:-'oincaire, Mach, and Ein~
stem rro_m tnat radical change which
science ! S now experiencing) suffice
to document the point. Clearly research-oriented scientists of the modern era have long been aware of the
Dr. Castee l has a F hD in history from George Peabody Ccllege, and has taught so cial studies at the
Unive rsity of Iowa,, both at the University and secondary level.
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open and creative nature of science
as an intellectual construct in which
men have chosen to place their faith .
Nevertheless, some understanding
of the nature of the extent and depth
of the current revolution in Western
society and Wes tern science can be
gained from the implications inherent
in contemporary educational thought.
Today teachers of science, and of the
other disciplines as well, are asked
not only to be self-conscious about
their discipline themselves but to
transmit this to their stud~nts as a
prime instructional goal. Hence the
current emphasis on a new educational rhetor ic built around such phrases
as _the "structure of knowledge", "inqmry as research", "inquiry as intuitl·o n " , "d.IS~overy " , ~nd ' 'creativity".
In p art, this trend 1s a reflection of
the nat1;1re of contemporary societythe social world in which science is
practiced and from which it receives
the support necessary for its existence.
The nature of Western society is
such, and ha_s bee~ since the development of rational mquiry among the
G~eeks, _that man seeks to find an
orientation for himself as an individual ~ithin the universe. He seeks
meanmg for himself in terms of some
ty:pe of meaningful whole which he
thmks can influence the destiny of
man and fre~ him, to some degree at
least, from the lottery of fate. In fairly stable eras of his existence man
h~s imbibed this, almost with the
milk granted freely by his mother
from the habits '.)f family, community'
state, and nanon. But there are age~
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of such rapid change, where the old
is obviously old and no longer useful,
wherein man is required to consciously rebuild his orientation to existence. Such ages are termed, and rightly so, revolutionary and radicalradical because the change in the
stems of his objective expressions (his
ideas, his institutions, his technology,
and his science) represent root changes.
Today is such an age. It is revolutionary in its objective manifestations, so revolutionary that we are
justified in speaking of radical changes. For contemporary man finds his
very existence threatened. Whether
he look toward man's control of energy and confront the fact that selfanihilation is both conceivable and
possible or toward man's creativity in
propagating a more numerous race
than current technology will support
- the future appears blighted. The

old responses to old problems are not
sufficiently creative- use the word
emergent if you prefer- to meet the
immenent force of new conditions and
human contexts. The world created
by man (with his ideas, his institutions, his research, and his technology) has become the ecological real
with which he must now react productively. It is here that the struggle
for •survival must be made- and here
that it will be won, or lost. The role
of science is the creation of alternative methods and techniques by which
man may seek to attain his values.
Science can do no more and remain
science. Consequently, it is not a particularly valid way for man to cure
his longing for meaning, his metaphysical anxiety.
To seek to satiate his desire for
metaphysical security through the
pursuit of science constitutes a danger to man and a danger to science. The

CALL for CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

for the
NSTA 1967 Convention, Detroit, Michigan
Addison E. Lee, President-elect
Elaine Ledbetter, 1967 Program Chairman

The resounding success of the contributed papers sessions at the New
York City convention has prompted
the Program Committee for the Detroit convention to continue this feature in the program design for 1967.
Persons interested in attending the
convention (March 17-21) and presenting 15- to 20- minute reports of
innovations in curriculum or instruction, research-type studies, new designs in space arrangements and facilities, etc., are invited to submit
abstracts as soon as possible. There
are no restrictions as to what kinds
of proposed papers may be submitted,
and submissions are not limited to
members of NSTA. Submissions re-

lating to any area of science and
science teaching at any level- prekindergarten through college and into adult education- are welcome. A
review of the New York convention
program will suggest possible types
and categorical groupings of papers.
How to submit: Write to the Execu-

tive Secretary, NSTA, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20036
and request one or more form (s) for
use in submitting proposed contributed papers for the 1967 convention in
Detroit. This form will give procedural steps and will provide for submission of the abstract of the proposed
paper, as well as other pertinent data.
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danger to man is that he will forget
that scie_'lce is no more than a cause
and effect relationship. (When the
wind blows down a tree, there is no
need to ask why; on the other hand,
when a man applies an ax we immediately assume purpose and motivation
and condemn he who wields the ax
without purpose.) Moreover, science
proceeds, in so far as possible, through
a process of quantification and to
limit man to that which can be measured is t o deny h im his very spirit
and will, the source from which all
r ational constructs, including science,
have and must continue to spring.
The danger to science is less philosophical. Science consists of the
creative effort to form constructs with
which man may gain control of his
physical environment. This creative
r esearch demands the support of the
ociety in which it is practiced. Two
dangers illustrate the nature of the
p roblem. he first danger is that a
free ociety, like t hat possessed by
mericans, will mistake technology
for science and refuse to pay the cost
of p ure r esearch. And yet it is pure
research which opens up new lines of
technological advance. Equally dangerous to the same process of research,
as opposed to applied research, is the
d anger that man will place more confidence in science than it deserves;
and, having discovered its limitations
to meet his needs, he may vent his
fr ustrations on science for having promi sed that which it never owned.
cience, it needs repetition, cannot
provide man with a metaphysical
sense of his eventual destiny and
meaning in the universe. Such studies
in the meaning of human existence
are beyond the purpose and methodology of science.
But the current emphasis on the
creative nature of science is not all
extrinsic. Scientists, themselves, have
sometimes been victimized by the
mythology of science as the new and
only path to truth. When this occurs
as it comes so perilously close, at
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times, to doing-even in K . Popper's
The Open Society-science can be-

come a closed system of knowledge.
When this occurs, when current scientific knowledge is tied up in a tight
bundle and enwrapped in textbooks,
the spirit of science will be dead. As
long as they live, ideas in science will
have to be what scientist can now say
about a given idea in comparison with
what has been utilized heretofore. In
effect, the scientist can only explain
the concept of gravity by tracing what
it was before it came to be the idea
which it is now ceasing to be. Such a
mood as this, that science is an inquiry in which the scientist works
with the c·a nvas of nature in creating
artistic expressions which can be related to the world of the senses, forms
the life blood of science.
Since World War II, this development of self-consciousness explains
the change in materials and methods
of teaching the sciences. Why oppose
"cookbook experiments" in which students put together certain actions and
ingredients and are expected to obtain
known results? Is it not that this is
a denial of the unlimited potentials of
nature and of the practice of scientific
experimentation as a creative act?
Why the opposition to a "text book"
approach to the biological sciences if
not that such a closed system presented a false picture of the biologists
quest for knowledge? Why the adoption of the Chem Bond approach in
chemistry except that it presents
chemistry as a way of looking as opposed to an inert body of the known?
But one problem has been the
source of much difficulty. How to present the role of science in society, how
to present the scientist as an individual possessing, with every right, his
human foibles, and how to present the
scientific methodologies without undue stereotyping has lead to suggestions about the use of case studies and
the preparation of biographies. In the
field of history, it has led to such
historically oriented studies as But-
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terfield's The Origins of Modern
Science, Greene's The Death of Adam.
and L. Barnetts The Universe and Dr.
Einstein. The direction is obvious.
Scientists as individuals and as groups
have recognized the historical field of
inquiry can provide illumination in
the pursuit of scientific knowledge.
This culminates a natural development. For human consciousness
does presuppose a historical sense of
progression- in the sense of change as
opposed to development toward some
known goal. Moreover, historians
have developed the conceptual tools
necessary for dealing with such problems. While the idea may appear
novel to some, it should not; for the
study of science like the study of man
must in the last analysis recognize
that science is historical. It developed
in time, in response to negative and
positive conditions. It has changed,
developed, and reached its present
state of consciousness as a creative
act within a historical context.
Science, indeed, is historical.
The implications of the historical
dimension for the secondary school
curriculum demand the development
of new materials and procedures for
instruction. The absence of materials
designed to be read and utilized by
the regular high school students of

today begins to spell the boundaries
of the problem. During the Spring of
1966, the University High School departments of Science and Social Studies have delimited four major nine
week units in the study of science as
a cultural phenomenon which has not
only been a cultural agent but an
agent which has interacted with other
aspects of the human culture. The
four units, one for each nine weeks,
which will constitute the course have
now been identified. The school year
(1966-67) will witness the effort to
develop teaching units and to evaluate the effectiveness of a course in
the history of science in providing
students of science and culture with
an understanding of this basic interaction- an interaction which contains
within itself the potential of creativity. Funded by the U.S. Office of Education the four units are: 1) Science
and Politics in Interaction in Antiquity: An Age of Philosophy; 2) Science
and Political Theory at the Birth of
Modern Europe; the Achievement of
Pragmatic Synthesis; 3) Science and
Politics in a Historical Setting: Social
Darwinism in 19th Century America;
and 4) Science and Politics: In Myth
and Reality. There is some justice in
the fact that these units of study
represent a struggle to be creative.

DR. HEARN TO BE FEATURED AT FALL MEETINGDr. Hearn. Assistant Professor
of Chemistry, was a holder O'f
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member of seven different
DR. WALTER H. HEARN
honoraries. Dr. Hearn is an esAssist. Profeuor Chemistry
pecially literate an.d interesting
B. A. Rice; 1948 'With Honors' speaker who can make bioPh D. Chemistry;
University chemistry understandable to
all who listen. His topi"c, "LookIll .• 1951
ing for Life in Outer Space"
"Looking for Life 'in Outer will include d~sr.riptions of the
equipment a n d
techniques
Space"
planned for use with the
automated space ships and
later and manned-craft explorations of space.

